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With a rapidly expanding national economy, the need for good financial services has doubled if not
tripled. There is a great need for highly specialised and skilled individuals with all the right
certifications such as the NCFM certification or the CFP certification. Working towards skill
enhancement in the financial sector indicates a need to acquire such skills and knowledge through a
top education provider to add value to ones career. In this regard many institutes have cropped up
which offer finance courses in Delhi, CFP in Delhi or NCFM certification, Delhi. However, only a few
institutes shine through in terms of the kind of infrastructure and faculty which actually provide value
to a candidateâ€™s knowledge.

At the New Era Institute of Professional Studies (NIPS) we offer certain specialised short term
finance courses in Delhi which aim to build the knowledge and skills of the individuals. In this regard
we offer stock market course /share market courses or in other words a course that aims towards
providing NCFM certification in Delhi titled â€˜Diploma in finance , Stock Analysis and Trading (D-SAT)â€™.
We are also one of the top education providers for CFP in Delhi.

The D-SAT programme teaches students to effectively work in capital markets. It is a great short
term finance course (for 3 months) which ultimately leads to NCFM certification, Delhi if the
individual works hard and passes all examinations. The aim of the course is to comprehensively
cover Technical Analysis with practical applications to enable the participants in becoming proficient
in valuation of Stocks, Commodities and Currencies, making is a lucrative share market course.

NIPS, as mentioned, is a leading education provider for CFP in Delhi. The CFP certification course
teaches the students to become effective financial planners and advisors to individuals. The
certification is provided through the FPSB board in India and is one of the most prestigious financial
designations which provide opportunities worldwide. In this era of super specialization, the
Professional Certification - Certified Financial Planner Certification, gears career aspirants and
existing financial intermediaries for giving comprehensive financial advisory services to individuals
and fathom a satisfying career in the financial services industry.

As India marches into the new millennium, the worldâ€™s eyes are upon her. For India to progress,
prosper and be a world leader in the 21st century, we must aggressively address the challenges of
the rapidly changing world. The biggest challenge we face is providing education to all citizens to
ensure that the process of progress and advancement doesnâ€™t stop. Education therefore assumes
an even more vital and critical role than ever before as it empowers one for life â€“ giving intellectual
competence, mental agility, emotional strength and spiritual realization.

By choosing to study courses like mba in delhi , short term finance courses in Delhi at NIPS, you are
investing in a great future for yourself financial sector as NIPS is geared towards providing
maximum value to the students through excellence in teaching. For more information like PG
Diploma in Finance cfp,cfp in delhi please visit our website http://www.nips.co.in
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you are investing in a great future for yourself financial sector as NIPS is geared towards providing
maximum value to the students through excellence in teaching. For more information like a PG
Diploma in Finance , cfp,cfp in delhi please visit our website http://www.nips.co.in
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